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Enclosed is my testimony for the senate hearing on 1/25/18. 

January 17, 2018 

I have struggled most of my life with addiction and have been in and out of numerous places. Not a single one has ever been 
completely drug free. I came home from prison December of 2014 and remained sober until April of 2017. One month later, 
parole asked me if I would rather go to a PVC center or a rehab facility. I chose rehab and was taken to ADAPPT May 15, 2017. 

The moment I walked into the AOD portion of the building, I noticed a few people who looked high. Over the next few days I was 
offered methamphetamine and heroin. Most of the people using got drug tested and remained selling/using for about two more 
weeks until the results came back, some stayed - the rest were taken away. The facility has no medical staff, so the guys would 
go to the ho::ipital ond bring drugs back 

During the two months I spent In AOD, staff rm1de 111ure ur a russ about the smell of tobacco products than any other issue. 
Privileges would be taken away if during an inspection things were dirty or people were smoking, but yet the drug use was, for 
the most part, ignored. 

In July of 2017, I was taken upstairs to the group home section of the building which also has the kitchen, counselors and strip 
search room. The majority of the building smelled of K2, a synthetic marijuana. I would walk past rooms and see people 
shooting up and find needles and empty bags in the bathroom. Numerous times I seen people get drug tested, two weeks later 
they'd have a parole hearing and nothing was done. Others would get caught with small amounts of drugs and staff would only 
take it. I personally saw two different people get caught with large quantities of K2, both got sent to AOD for 60 days. If this 
would have happened outside of the facility, they would be facing felony charges. It's very well known and talked about not to 
worry about getting caught because nothing is done. 

The security to get things in is also very relaxed. The kitchen doors are left open for volunteers to go in and out, some of which 
are residents. If you get strip searched, you have access to the entire group home unsupervised while waiting. I would watch 
guys walk in, hand off their stuff to someone else then get strip searched. The people living across the street in the Anex would 
be told to go across the street to get strip searched and just leave the stuff outside and grab it after being searched on the way 
back across the street. 

I asked to speak to the director of parole and was told by him, "Just say no". Other people told me to go to N/A meetings. I do go 
now, but in ADAPPT, dinner is the same time as the evening meeting and the facility refused to save a tray so I could go. 
Numerous weeks I was not able to see my counselor to get work passes. I worked day shift and she was too busy to see me on 
her one late night of the week. 

I spent a total of six months in ADAPPT and it is very easy to see that the only concern is everything needs to look good on 
paper. No effort is put into any real security measures or control over the drug situation. The guys who work receive the exact 
same breakfast and bag lunch, every single day. This is a smaller portion than the people who do nothing but live in ADAPPT, 
sell drugs and get high. 

For the addicts struggling to stay clean, ADAPPT is the absolute worst possible environment. I stayed clean because I worked 
12+ hours a day and I spent as much time possible away from there. This is the result of a for profit system. People with a huge 
desire to change their lives, forced to live in an impossible environment while GEO makes 2.2 billion dollars. 
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